
UNLOCK A KILLER COMBO AGAINST BLOOD CANCER.
The LLS Cheat Code campaign is a partnership between The Leukemia & 

Lymphoma Society (LLS) and top online multiplayer game Fortnite that will turn a 
pervasive gaming behavior—cheating—into a force for good. 

Together we’ll create the world’s first donation-activated, guilt-free cheat code 
(Left, Left, Share) that gives Fortnite players, and blood cancer research, a much-

needed power-up. All year long.

So every time gamers input the code, they’re not only saving lives—they’re 
spelling the name of the organization leading the charge.

Consider it permission for gamers to cheat blood cancer out of the win.



INSIGHT SOLUTION
Every three minutes, someone in the US is 
diagnosed with blood cancer. That’s why The 
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society has invested 
nearly $1.3 billion in lifesaving blood cancer 
research. Through the power of donations,  
LLS is a cheat code for finding cures. 

In gaming, cheat codes—and cheats in 
general—are extremely pervasive. Videos 
teaching cheats for the top ten online 
multiplayer games have racked up over 63 
million views.1 Get caught? Get banned.

But not all cheat codes are evil. Take the 
Konami Code, a button combo that’s unlocked 
easter eggs in games across platforms and 
genres for decades.2 

So what if we could turn gaming cheat codes 
into a force for good—increasing awareness of 
LLS and incentivizing repeat donations?

And what if we did it in partnership with the 
top online multiplayer game among our target 
audience3—a game which also happens to 
have the highest number of cheaters?4

1 https://surfshark.com/hacking-wins
2 https://www.howtogeek.com/659611/what-is-the-konami-code-and-how-do-you-use-it/
3 https://twinfinite.net/2021/12/most-played-games-in-2020-ranked-by-peak-concurrent-players/
4 https://www.sportskeeda.com/esports/fortnite-players-cheat-online-multiplayer-game-26-822-000-searches-hacks
5 https://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2021-05-04-fortnite-earned-usd9bn-in-two-years

Introducing the #LLSCheatCode

In partnership with Fortnite, we’ll create the 
world’s first donation-activated, guilt-free cheat 
code, exclusively for LLS. And we mean that 
literally—the button combo itself spells “LLS” 
(Left, Left, Share).

This special, Fortnite-approved cheat code will 
randomly grant one of three possible perks to 
help change your game for the better—just 
like how LLS is changing the game for blood 
cancer patients everywhere. Over the course 
of the partnership, those perks can change to 
reflect real-world LLS events and milestones—
encouraging repeat donations all year long.

The biggest win? If even just 2% of 
Fortnite’s 80 million monthly players 5 
donate $1 to unlock a single use of  
the cheat code, LLS will reach its  
$2 million fundraising goal in less  
than two months. 

Talk about a killer combo.
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1.  UNLOCK
We’ll leverage Fortnite’s in-game 
systems—account-ban messages, 
announcement pages, and the Item 
Shop—to encourage cheaters and  
non-cheaters alike to unlock the  
LLS Cheat Code with a donation.
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2.  CHEAT
While playing, gamers can activate the cheat 
code by pressing Left, Left, Share (LLS)  
to win one of three perks that might turn  
the tide of battle.
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3.  SHARE 4.  REPEAT
Players can share the moment their cheat code saved the day on social—whether they gained 
an extra life, extended the clock, or got a clutch new weapon—and challenge their friends to 
join in on the cancer research-funding, game-changing action. Guilt-free.

Each purchase of the LLS Cheat Code is good for only one use and in any one match.  
The more players donate, the more uses of our cheat code they unlock—and they can check 
back all year for cheat code perks that are contextual to LSS events in the real world.
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